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講演会などの記録
Ethics and Economic in
the Very Early Work of Adam Smith
Lecturer: James Alvey (Senior Lecturer, Massey Univeristy)
Date: September 8, 2014 (Mon.), 15:10-16:40
Place: ERB-347
 Open Lecture
This paper utilizes the ethics and economics framework developed elsewhere 
(Alvey 2014; Alvey 2011; Alvey 2005). It is part of a sequence of papers re-exam-
ining Adam Smith oeuvre.
The ethics and economic framework is presented in summary fashion in the 
first substantive section.  The framework has eight themes: an ethics-related view 
of motivation; functionings and capabilities; social achievement; agency; free-
dom; rights; “just price”; and ethical methodology.
This framework is then put to use in re-examining Smith’s early works, lec-
tures, and correspondence (which are arranged in roughly chronological order). It 
seems reasonable to call the 1740s and early 1750s the very early period of his life 
(Smith published the Theory of Moral Sentiments in 1759). This period provides 
useful foundations for his mature works.  
The structure of the paper is as follows. After some introductory comments, 
Section 2 sets out the ethics and economics framework. This framework is then 
put to use in examining four early works by Adam Smith. Section 3 examines “Of 
the External Senses” (1740-44). Section 4 reviews his famous essay on the “His-
tory of Astronomy” (1746). Section 5 scrutinizes the two other historical essays 
which were designed as companions to the astronomy essay (1746-51). These 
were on 1) physics and 2) logic and metaphysics: “History of Ancient Physics,” 
and the “History of Ancient Logics and Metaphysics.” Section 6 provides some 
concluding remarks.
 (Reported by James Alvey and convened by Takashi Kibe)
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The lecture summarized the findings of Dr. Hollihan’s new book on the long-
standing controversy over the Diayou/ Senkaku islands. Although US media de-
scribed them as unpopulated specks of land, in Japan and China they are seen as 
vital parts of the motherland. Japan claims it ‘discovered’ these unclaimed islands 
in the late 19th century and annexed them to Okinawa. China claims these islands 
have been Chinese for centuries and that Japan seized them during its period of 
imperial expansion. The lecture examined the media diplomacy in the competing 
narratives revealed in textbooks, legacy media, and social media.
(Reported and convened by Joo-Young Jung)
Lecturer: Thomas Hollihan (Professor, University of Southern California)
Discussant: Patricia Riley (Professor, University of Southern California)
Date: October 14, 2014 (Tue.), 9:00-11:00
Place: H-213
 Open Lecture
The Diayou/ Senkaku Controversy: 
How the Media Shaped Public Opinion and
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From CSR to ESG:
A Core Business Strategy for Sustainability
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has been a niche subject within 
corporate management studies. However, investors are now paying more 
attention to this area by translating the word CSR into ESG, which stands for 
environment, social and governance. Investors are becoming aware that ESG 
aspects in core business are important in evaluating long-term corporate value 
besides from financial aspects. However, it is debatable how to disclose what 
kinds of ESG-related information of companies: mandatory or voluntary, global 
or local, and comprehensive or specific. The lecturer discussed the possibilities 
and challenges of some ESG frameworks, such as Integrated Reporting, carbon 
constraint and conflict minerals. They are expected to lead to better investment 
performance for the investors, while promoting more sustainable business 
practices.
(Reported and convened by Katsuhiko Mori)
Lecturer: Mariko Kawaguchi (Chief Researcher, Daiwa Institute of Research, Research 
Division)
Date: January 30, 2015 (Fri.), 11:30-12:40 
Place: H-168
 Open Lecture
